In House Projects

Building One Project at a Time

By Joe Ondo, CGCS

When I first started at Winter Pines in April 1979, the owners had just built five new holes. They installed new irrigation on those holes and on parts of the other four holes on the front nine. The rest of the course had some automatic controls on greens and tees and all quick couplers in the fairways.

When the new owner bought the course, the decision was made to add automatic irrigation to one or two holes at a time to keep the course open and minimize disruption to play. We basically duplicated what had been done on the other holes. All the work was conducted during normal play and by our own crew.

Winter Pines has been selectively rebuilding the old push-up greens over the years to improve drainage and performance and to replace contaminated putting surfaces. Photo by Joel Jackson.

The city of Winter Park built a new water treatment plant in 1983 and offered the effluent water to us in 1984. They also offered to help pay to finish the last hole and the driving range so they could use the course to dispose of the treated water. We had our old well capped and sold our pump and have been using the effluent ever since.

This project allowed us to install lots of isolation valves and group our sprinkler heads to run together either on high mounds or low areas needing less watering time. We installed Grissold valves and controls and they have worked well managing the effluent water.

Besides the irrigation system upgrade, we also engaged in a long-term greens-rebuilding program. All of the greens were native soil, push-up construction with no internal drainage. Some we could fix by installing drainage, but some of the...
greens also suffered from some of the typical off-type contamination/mutation prevalent in that era and some gave us problems at different times of the year.

Some we fixed by re-sodding, but we knew that was just a short-term solution.

We decided to hire someone to help us rebuild a green – still using our own crew. After doing one and seeing the results, we decided to continue doing one green a year. We’d mow a temporary green in the fairway for our players, and then strip the old sod off the green, add drainage haul in some good greens mix, do a rough shaping, have it fumigated, pack it and then plant sprigs and grow it in.

This system worked well but it took 9-10 weeks before we could reopen the green. We are a public course and most of the players didn’t mind because they could see we were making improvements to the course.

After doing five greens this way, we heard about Rapid Turf and decided to give it a try. Everything was prepared just about the same way as before, and then the Rapid Turf folks brought in and installed the 50-foot-long by 4-foot-wide rolls of Tifdwarf sod. It was unrolled, packed and toppedressed. Even if it wasn’t fully rooted down, the green was usable in three weeks. It was better than putting on a temporary green for another seven weeks. We made the green’s size approximately 5,000 square feet with lots of cupping areas to handle traffic since we do around 80,000 rounds per year.

We built six greens using this method and even added on to some smaller greens to make them bigger. The new Tifdwarf closely matched our good old greens and has stayed pretty clean so far and putts pretty well. We didn’t do a green this year, and with all the hurricane clean-up, I’m glad we didn’t. We will consider doing more greens as we see ones that start giving us trouble.

Another in-house project we tackled was replacing our asphalt cart paths with concrete and extending the ending points to higher and drier ground. Most of the black-top paths had lots of holes and patches and were built in too many low areas or just in the wrong place for the play of the hole. We came up with a plan of doing 110 feet of path, 7 feet wide at a time.

This allowed us to demolish the old path, lay out the new path route formed up with two-by-fours and pour a ten-yard truckload of concrete at a time. Most of the course did not have access for a fully loaded cement truck, so we hauled most of the concrete ourselves using our dump-body EZ-Go utility vehicles, a third of a yard per trip,
until we emptied the truck.

We have done more than 6,000 feet of concrete path along our greens and tees and installed railroad ties for curbing along the tee slopes. We also poured an additional 250 yards of concrete to enlarge our customer parking lot and create a pad around our maintenance building and made three storage bins for topdressing, sand, gravel and golf course landscape/storm debris that needed to be hauled away.

We also replaced the bridges on the course. Most of them were 30-inch corrugated pipe covered with limerock and asphalt. The pipes and fill were dug out and a concrete pad poured on each bank. Three steel beams were welded in place and 10-foot-long, 4x6 pressure-treated planks were installed on the beams with lag bolts. Twelve-foot-long 6x6 beams were used as side rails. We have done eight bridges over the years.

And last but not least we have installed more than two miles of drain pipe in low wet areas to keep the course open and more playable during the rainy season.

As you can see, we have successfully completed many in-house projects. Our owner, Ed McMillin and his son Jon, are always striving to make improvements to Winter Pines to give area golfers an enjoyable place to play golf at affordable prices. Once we fully recover from the effects of the 2004 hurricane season, I’m sure we will have more projects in the works.

Editor’s Note: Recovering completely from the hurricane damage is requiring Ondo and his crew to cut down damaged trees, remove stumps and clear extensive areas of surface roots from decades-old oak trees and then backfill, grade and sod the scores of bare areas.

You can’t beat the Kubota turf team.

Whether you’re mowing, seeding, hauling, dumping or tillling, this threesome from Kubota can cover a lot of ground...quickly, efficiently and easily.

RTV900 Utility Vehicle
21.6 HP Kubota diesel engine
Turf tire package optional
3-range variable hydrostatic transmission

ZD Pro Zero-Turn Mower
21 and 28 HP Kubota diesel engines
5.5", 7-gauge steel fabricated deck
Shaft-drive transmission and mower deck
60" and 72" cutting width

Grand L30 Series Compact Tractor
30 to 50 HP Kubota diesel engines
IntelliPanel™ all digital display
Turf tire package optional

Visit one of these authorized Kubota dealers near you!

BRADENTON
Franz Tractor Company
5504 15th Street
(941) 758-2020

DAVIE
Growers Equipment
2595 Davie Road
(954) 916-1020

DELAND
Triple D Equipment
2820 S. Firehouse Rd.
(386) 734-2119
tripled@clt.rr.com

FT. MYERS
Cree Tractor Company
3771 Palm Beach Blvd.
(239) 694-2185/(800) 282-7949
www.creecontractor.com

JACKSONVILLE
Coastal Equipment Systems
5287 New Kings Road
(904) 924-5624

NAPLES
Florida Coast Equipment
694 Commercial Blvd.
(239) 435-1667

WINTER HAVEN
Polk Tractor Co.
3450 Havendale Blvd.
(863) 967-0651/(800) 532-8783
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A FULL LINE OF TRACTORS AND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
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